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SET THE STANDARD
for Cable Innovation

JOIN AN EMMY AWARD  
WINNING ORGANIZATION



Your enterprise works hard to  
develop solutions to industry  
challenges and stay ahead of  
competitors. But what if you could 
help shape the future of the  
industry by building your thought 
leadership and innovation into the 
standards that drive our industry 
forward? Or get advance notice  
of the products and services  
customers will want, directly from 
company leaders?

By joining the SCTE•ISBE Standards  
Program your knowledge helps you:

:: Improve cable telecommunications  
technology 

:: Accelerate your own product innovation
:: Hear and see where competitors are 

investing
:: Get a head start on new and evolving 

standards
:: Provide technical input on new products 

and services
:: Grow relationships that reduce costs and 

promote profitability
:: Collaborate with fellow industry leaders 

and subject matter experts

You Can Help Set the Pace for 
Cable Technology

SCTE•ISBE members play a hands-on  
role in maintaining our industry’s  
commitment to staying on the leading  
edge of innovation. Your expertise helps 
solve technology challenges and create  
new development opportunities in the 
following areas: 

INTERFACE
PRACTICES
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TAKE YOUR SEAT AT THE TABLE

Standards Drive Innovation
By partnering with industry experts, 
SCTE•ISBE develops technical standards 
and operational best practices. Our work, 
and your contributions, are vital to the  
success of the rapidly advancing broadband  
telecommunications industry.

Our robust program is the only American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI)  
accredited program in the cable tele- 
communications industry. Here, you  
can work directly with more than 140  
member organizations, including  
service providers of all sizes.

Members Include: 

:: Service Providers

:: Content Providers

:: Cable Equipment Manufacturers

:: Software Application Providers

:: Other Industry Entities

SCTE•ISBE Standards  
are the Industry’s Technical 
Foundation 
SCTE•ISBE technical standards are  
industry-recognized sets of rules or  
guidelines that provide valuable insights, 
including definitions and terminology, 
methods of measurement and testing, 
products, systems, technology rating 
structures, thermal limits and applications 
guides, recommended practices,  
materials, and safety.

Gain Opportunities When  
You Join

While final standards are publicly available, 
only members of the SCTE•ISBE Standards 
Program participate in the creation of  
those standards, and stay ahead of the 
development process. 

This knowledge benefits them as members 
of their organizations, and as technology 
leaders.

Profit Through Interoperability 

Expert members drive specifications and 
operational practices that allow products  
to be interchangeable and interoperable, 
thus accelerating the deployment of  
products and technologies in an  
ever-changing broadband landscape.

Define Emerging Technologies 

Provide input and expertise on new,  
developing, and existing standards such  
as Internet of Things (IoT), energy  
microgrids, proactive network maintenance 
(PNM), interoperable node and amplifier  
platforms, spectrum expansion to 3 GHz, 
next-generation video technology, and  
distributed architectures. 

Collaborate with over 1,100 Subject 
Matter Experts 

Participants gain industry credibility,  
influence, and career development  
opportunities. 

Get a Competitive Advantage

Discover how you can help shape standards 
join us at scte.org/standards/join

Standards are  
tremendously  
important to Cisco, 
and are part of the 
very foundation  
of our products  
and services.
Ron Hranac, Technical Marketing Engineer, Cisco

Standards are  
tremendously  
important to Cisco, 
and are part of the 
very foundation  
of our products  
and services.
Ron Hranac, Technical Marketing Engineer, Cisco
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Energy Management (EMS) 

Data Standards (DSS) Digital Video (DVS)

Interface Practices (IPS) Network Operations (NOS)
INTERFACE
PRACTICES

Membership gives your company access to all five SCTE•ISBE Standards Program subcommittees and  
their working groups. There is no limit to the number of technical experts from your organization who can  
share their knowledge and input. 

WHERE STANDARDS COME TO LIFE— 
SCTE•ISBE SUBCOMMITTEES

The purpose of the Energy Management  
Subcommittee (EMS) is to envision and  
influence what energy will look like for 
cable beyond the year 2020. This  
subcommittee helps set standards and 
develop operational practices that drive 
maximum customer uptime and enable 
capacity growth via environmentally and 
energy-friendly solutions that benefit both 
the organization and the customer. 

This group’s accomplishments include more 
than 25 standards and operational practices 
that help reduce power consumption and 
costs, increase operating efficiency, and 
enable sustainable actions to support both 
businesses and the environment. 

“Because energy efficiency and sustainability  
touch all parts of the industry, we have the ability  
to talk and work with a wide group of industry  
professionals…and equally important, we are  
doing something not just good for the industry,  
but good for society as a whole.”
Chuck Carroll, Partner, Saras Partners, LLC

The purpose of the Interface Practices 
Subcommittee (IPS) is to establish hardware 
specifications and test procedures for 
equipment and cabling, including standards 
for physical interconnections and perfor-
mance specifications. The group has  
updated a wide range of passive and  
active devices to meet the demands of 
DOCSIS® 3.1, and is creating standards  
for interoperable node and amplifier 
platforms, spectrum expansion to 3 GHz, 
and distributed architectures.

“The SCTE experience has resulted in both 
personal and professional gains over the years. The 
networking and collaboration with competitors and 
colleagues has taught many lessons on how to work 
together to achieve the same end in mind.”
Tim Cooke, Director of Technology,  

Amphenol Broadband Solutions 

Members of the Network Operations  
Subcommittee (NOS) have the opportunity 
to devise standards, operational practices, 
and related documents and information  
to support cable network implementation  
and operation. 

The group makes recommendations on  
matters such as network testing, cable  
operator business continuity, disaster  
recovery, and operational best practices 
for home Wi-Fi deployment. Another area 
of work for NOS is creating standards for 
proactive network maintenance so that  
potential issues can be detected and  
corrected before they impact service. 

“Finding and fixing problems before customers 
experience an issue is the mantra for proactive  
network maintenance. PNM is being adapted to 
work with the latest Full Duplex DOCSIS (10G), 
MoCA and Wi-Fi technologies and the SCTE 
Standards Program is an important vehicle to  
accelerate delivery and support of new products  
and services.” 
Larry Wolcott, Fellow, Comcast

Together, the members of the Data 
Standards Subcommittee (DSS) create  
innovative standards related to the  
transmission, test methods, and monitoring 
of data communications over broadband 
networks. To position the cable telecom-
munications industry as a pivotal delivery 
channel for IoT technologies, products,  
and services, DSS launched the Internet  
of Things working group to focus on areas 
such as security, telemedicine, aging in 
place, and smart cities. 

“The SCTE•ISBE Standards Program is the only 
place I know where technology partners can help 
shape next generation service provider solutions 
in the huge growth opportunity represented by the 
emerging Internet of Things.”
Don Dulchinos, President, Smart Home and Away

The Digital Video Subcommittee (DVS) identifies requirements and develops standards for  
audio, video, and transport technologies including AVC and HEVC coding, advanced audio  
coding, high dynamic range (HDR) video, and MPEG dynamic adaptive streaming over  
HTTP. The group has also created standards for digital program ad insertion technologies  
including the Emmy award-winning SCTE 35 and SCTE 104 standards, which are widely used  
in broadcast and network programming, as well as in over-the-top (OTT) applications. 

Envisioning how current cable infrastructure can evolve into the future, DVS is looking beyond 
physical infrastructure to study connectivity, compute, bandwidth, storage, service ecosystem, 
and client ecosystems.

“As television viewership becomes increasingly fragmented by on-demand, TV Everywhere, OTT, mobile,  
and other video distribution technologies, standards that extend traditional linear ad insertion become more  
important to enable advanced advertising, such as addressable and interactive advertising, as the value of each 
viewer is increasingly important to advertisers who need to reach an audience in this increasingly complex  
matrix. SCTE•ISBE standards are of growing importance around the world and throughout the industry.”

Paul Woidke, Principal, pdw consulting
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SCTE :: Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers
ISBE :: International Society of Broadband Experts

SCTE•ISBE Standards  
Program Ranks Among  
Top 10 ANSI-Accredited  
Standards Developers
By being recognized as an accredited  
standards developer by The American  
National Standards Institute (ANSI),  
we assure our compliance to these  
cardinal principles: 

:: Openness – Any materially affected  
and interested party is able to participate

:: Balance – Participants represent diverse 
interests and categories, and no single 
group or individual dominates

:: Due Process – All objections have an 
attempt toward resolution

:: Consensus – Agreements are  
reached when more than a simple  
majority of the participants concur  
on a proposed solution

The SCTE•ISBE Mission
Provide technical leadership for the 
telecommunications industry and serve its 
members through excellence in professional  
development, standards, certification, and 
information.

The Cable Industry Builds Success  
on Standards

SCTE•ISBE Standards Program develops 
technical standards and operational best 
practices that are vital to the success  
of the rapidly advancing broadband tele-
communications industry. With more than 
140 member organizations, including all  
of the top service providers, the program 
comprises companies spanning all revenue 
levels and industry segments.

Emmy Award-Winning Standards

Our Emmy Award for Technology and  
Engineering recognizes the importance  
of our ad-insertion standards for cable.  
This achievement would not have been  
possible without the participation of  
member organizations. 

Esteemed Programmer  
Standards Members

We’re proud to count CBS, Crown Media, 
Disney, FOX, Hulu, Music Choice,  
NBCUniversal, WarnerMedia and YouTube 
as our partners as we work to bring  
innovation and operational best practices 
to the broadcast industry.

Now is the Time to Share  
Your Expertise

Join our select group today to:

:: Help shape the industry’s future

:: Stay ahead of regulations

:: Collaborate with industry leaders
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JOIN AN EMMY AWARD  
WINNING ORGANIZATION
Begin your Standards membership at scte.org/standards/join




